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OVERVIEW





CONFIDENT COMMUNICATION

• Emphasis on Speaking

• Familiar Topics

• Relevant Language

• Real-World Content

About World Link



“The series needs a more obvious 
connection between lessons in a 
unit.”
—Marcie Stone, Director of Education, American English College, 
CA, United States

Research and Development



“Some of the videos are outdated. 
Students are used to more recent 
and relatable content.”
—Michael Jake Arcilla, Director of Studies, Aii Language Center, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia

Research and Development



“We need more interactive group 
activities and task-based projects.”
—Dafna Ilian Rios, ESIME, Mexico City, Mexico

Research and Development



• Stronger tie between lessons with 
signposted language goals

• Enhance the video program 

• Incorporate project and choice-based 
tasks

Research and Development



• ‘Can Do’ Language Goals and ‘Active 
English’ sections  

• ‘Global Voices’ featuring new video and 
related activities 

• ‘Real World Link’ sections after every 
three units

New features



‘Can Do’ Goals and ‘Active English’ sections







‘Can Do’ Goals and 
‘Active English’ sections



• Signposted goals featuring ‘Can-Do” 
statements

• Communicative ‘Active English’ sections  
recycle language 

• Self-assessment of goals in Lessons A 
and B

‘Can Do’ Goals and 
‘Active English’ sections



Video and ‘Global Voices’



‘Global Voices’ sections
• Feature a range of real speakers: 

National Geographic explorers, 
street interviews, student 
experiences 

• Recycle and demonstrate the 
unit’s language goals

• Encourage students to 
personalize and apply the 
language





‘Real World Link’ sections



• Recycle and review the unit’s language 
goals

• Feature project-based tasks

• Offer choice activities 

‘Real World Link’ sections



“Self-assessment is often more accurate 
than formal assessment and students 
are comfortable with it. Having the 
goals and self-check after every lesson 
is very useful.”

—Maria Helena Meyes, ACBEU, Brazil

Teacher feedback



“When my students were able to 
understand that last video [Global 
Voices], they felt like they 
accomplished something…like they 
really learned something.”

—Lidia Stella Aja, Colombia 

Teacher Feedback 



“I will use the ‘Global Voices’ 
section as informal 
assessment.”

—Thais Scharfenberg, Brazil

Teacher Feedback



“I’m happy to see that review 
section will include ways to practice 
out of class and wants us to teach 
strategies on how to be more 
efficient in English.”

—Raúl Billini, Dominican Republic

Teacher Feedback 
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Any 
questions?




